
New Tasco® binoculars get a closer look. 305
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MWide-angle 10x binoculars
let you see more of the game
Nide-angle binoculars help you capture quick move -
cents and action spread over a broader area-great
or football, baseball, soccer and more. Or, take it on
rips to enjoy scenic, panoramic views. 50mm lens,
Nith a wide 367 -foot field -of -view at 1000 yards.
>hock -resistant, rubber -covered case resists moisture
3nd slipping on wet surfaces. Porro prism design and
?asy Zip® focusing. RSU 12127379 39.99
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QM 16x power for nature
study or birdwatching
16x magnification enhances all the small details from
a long range. Quality crafted 50mm objective lens,
183 -foot field -of -view at 1000 yards. All lenses are
fully coated with optical films for better light trans-
mission. Includes a built-in tripod adapter fitting for
use with optional tripod bracket for best stability. Try
it for astronomy, too. Zip® focusing, Porro prism
design, non -slip surface. RSU 12127486 .... 59.99
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IZZI 12x binoculars are ideal for
use in the great outdoors
Rugged 12x binocular provides excellent detail in wooded
areas-good choice for hunting, outdoor sports and na-
ture study. 50mm lens, with a 262 -foot field -of -view at
1000 yards. Tough binoculars are shock and moisture -
resistant. Non -slip surface for a secure grip. Non -denting
finish resists scrapes. Fully coated lens for improved images.
Porro prism. Fast Zip® focus. RSU 10458669 49.99
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[2=1 Powerful 20x magnification-
see objects up to a mile away
50mm lens with 183 -foot field -of -view at 1000 yards.
Lenses are fully coated to reduce light loss and glare for
better image sharpness and contrast, especially over snow,
water or other bright conditions. Includes built-in tripod
adapter fitting for use with optional tripod bracket-try it
for stargazing. Tasco Zip® focus-one turn of focus knob
goes through the full focal range. Highly -effective Porro
prism design. RSU 11644770 69.99

Tasco® zoom binoculars
tasco

Compact 8-17x25mm binocs
let you zoom in on the action
The ultimate in versatility-take a look at 8x power,
or you can zoom up to a whopping 17x power for a
closer, more precise view. Folding rubber eyecups for
maximum viewing comfort. Coated optics, rugged
titanium finish. 274 -foot field -of -view at 8x power
at 1000 yards.
RSL 12127387 59.99
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A must for eyeglass wearers!
10-30x5Omm zoom binoculars
Soft extended eyecups direct the focal point further
behind the eyepiece to eliminate "tunnel view" and
let you see a clearer, sharper image without having
to remove your glasses. Up to 30x magnification.
194 -foot field -of -view at 10x power at 1000 yards.
Ruby -coated optics for better viewing in low -light
conditions. RSU 11644630 129.99

Tasco® mini binoculars

=22 Perfect for the
arena or concert hall!
Mini 4x3Omm compact
binoculars
Get a better view of the concert or your
favorite player-mini with 4x power
has features found in bigger, more ex-
pensive binoculars. Glass objective
lenses and fully -coated optics for

bright, clear images indoors or out. Very generous 654 -ft. field -of -view at 1000 yards
for extra -wide coverage. Tough metal body with non -slip rubber exterior. Weighs
7.8 ounces. 37," tall. With case. Red RSU 12127296, Black RSU 12127254,
Gray RSU 12127270, Blue RSU 12127304 Each 19.99

MICoolFX'm all-
purpose binoculars-
it's like sitting in the
front row
8x21mm lens delivers sharp detail for
almost any use, but it's especially
suited for viewing games at the sta-

dium. CoolFX has 8x power. Covers a lot of playing field with a wide 347 -foot field -
of -view at 1000 yards. The objective lens matches its body color for a very cool
look. Choose from 4 great colors. Gold RSU 12127338, Silver RSU 12127346,
Green RSU 12127353, Denim RSU 12127361 Each 39.99

Items with an RSU number are available for fast shipment direct to your door from RadioShack Unlimited', or see our selection of products at RadicShack.corn. Shipping and pricing information on page 395,


